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SECRET

20 January 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Warfield

SUBJECT	 : Arming of Air America Flight Crews

1. In accordance with your request o 14 January, 1 have
interviewed individuals in PE,	 and	 concerning the
arguments for and against establi 	 a ..1 cy permitting the
arming of Air America flight crews. There are marked differences
of opinion, 	 strongly suggested t t for the present we
address ourselves to the South Vietnam sitestion and further that
the views of the Field shou3A be requested as being most sigmificatt
to discussions leading to establishment of a policy. The recommondm
ations of I	 personnel and the Air Amrica Base Manager at
Saigon as well as 	 have been quested this date by
the attached cable.

2. Current Air America policy prohibits the arming of flight
crews in South Vietnam, Laos and Thailand.]

3. The arguments against arming flight crews are based
principally on (a) anticipated difficult* in controlling possession

and use of weapons, and (b) the probability that de Mato !BE weapon
would be insufficient to afford real defenaive capability against
enemy weapons.

4. a specialist in
escape and survival, believes stro	 ight crews in South
Vietnam should be equipped with light we , automatic weapons,
for example grease guns. In his opinion 4 ,	 weapons provide a
defensive capability to keep an attacking orce from the
and might Permit a crew to escape from an matt. mr.
vould recommend that 	 supply and — stain the weapons, CM
through Saigon Station to Air America. 	 sr he misuld recommend
issuing the weapons before each flight and have them mounted in
holsters on the bulkhead of the aircraft cib in. 	 stated that

a crew member could be trained in the use f a grease gun in thirty
minutes.
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5. The DDP Air Officer suggested. that Embassy policy at Saigon
should. be made known to Headquarters and considered in the formulation
of policy.

6. I will keep you informed of developments in this matter.
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14 JAN 196u

twitiNIOXIANUUM VOA: Mr.

SIAJECT	 : Carrying of Arms by Air America Pilots

The shooting of two Air America pilots on 14 January by the Viet
Wati reportod to the Director who inquired as to our policy on commercial

pU ots carryini; weapons. Specifically, he felt that in this case the pilot and
co-pilot natal% have been able to defend themselves.

2. Please look into this and determine what the policy is for various
areas of Southeast Asia and what are the arguments for and spinet entails/1mi;
a policy permitting pilots to arm themselves • I suggest that you will want to
explore this with VE., 	 and die DO/P Air Officer. I would like
to have this information by 2( January.

SIGNED Alan M. Waril

Alan M. wax-field
Assistant Deputy Irector

for Support
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